
 

 
 

   

 

Welcome to the Employment New Zealand newsletter. Here you will find the 

latest news and information about employment rights and responsibilities.  

 

 

 

You are receiving this email because your business has opted to provide its 

email publicly on the New Zealand Business Number (NZBN) website or you 

have subscribed to our newsletter. As a business or a worker, we think you will 

be interested in hearing about the latest employment news and information. 

However, if you consider this newsletter not relevant, please unsubscribe at the 

bottom of this newsletter.  

 

 

 

As an employer, can I pay staff less than their normal wages 

during COVID-19? 

 

Employment law still applies to all employment relationships, regardless of 

the circumstances that we find ourselves in, including different alert levels 

during COVID-19. This means you can only reduce employees' wages if 

they agree to it, after a discussion in good faith. 

 

As an employer, you need to keep paying your employees at all alert 

https://govt.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=f5dffcaf5a82c108fdc0cc824&id=818f5d1217&e=9442c03a35


 

levels, whether they are continuing to work at their usual place of work or 

from home, or if they are not able to work because of alert levels. 

 

Employees should be paid their wages as set out in their employment 

agreement. If an employee has an employment agreement with minimum 

hours, but has been working for more than the minimum hours for some 

time, you need to calculate their pay according to the number of hours that 

they have been working, rather than the minimum hours in their 

employment agreement. 

 

The Wage Subsidy can be used to help pay their wages. You can only 

reduce how much you pay your employees if the employee has agreed to 

receive lower pay. This means that if they don’t agree to it, you will need 

to pay their normal pay, even if this is higher than what you received from 

the Wage Subsidy.  

 

If you have money left over from the Wage Subsidy, for example, if an 

employee no longer works for you, you can use their remaining subsidy to 

pay other affected employees. If there are no other employees to use the 

subsidy for, then the remainder must be paid back. 

 

If your employees cannot work normally and your business is struggling to 

meet its costs, the best thing you can do is to talk to your employees in 

good faith, explain to them your business’ financial situation and talk about 

what options are available to you and them, and agree to any changes. If 

your business has unionised employees, make sure that you involve the 

union in discussions relating to any changes. 

 

There are other financial support schemes available to help you pay 

wages during this time. For example, the Leave Support Scheme can help 

you pay employees who have to self-isolate, even if you don’t qualify for 

the wage subsidy. 

   

I have a question about applying for the Wage Subsidy, where 

can I go to get information? 

 

Visit the Work and Income website if you have questions relating to the 

wage subsidies, including how much you get, what the criteria is and how 

to apply. 

   

WAGE SUBSIDY  
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Can I make my employees take annual leave or sick leave to help 

complement their wages? 

 

At each alert level, employers and employees should first discuss whether 

the employee can work normally, how much work is available, and how to 

work safely at home or at their usual place of work.  

 

During any alert levels, employers cannot make employees take: 

•    sick leave, if the employee is not sick,  

•    advanced annual leave,  

•    annual leave, without giving at least 14 days’ notice (unless the 

employee agrees to take annual leave, after a discussion in good faith). 

 

If an employee can’t come to work because they have been told to self-

isolate by the National Contact Tracing process or by a Health official, and 

they can’t work from home, the Leave Support Scheme is available to help 

pay their wages.  

   

LEAVE SUPPORT SCHEME  

   

LEAVE & PAY DURING COVID-19  
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Can I ask my workers to pay for their own masks during COVID-

19? 

   

You are responsible for your workers’ health and safety at work. You must 

provide all appropriate personal protective equipment (PPE), and make 

sure they use, wear and maintain the required PPE. This includes face 

coverings when required to do so under COVID-19 rules. Remember, face 

coverings required by COVID-19 rules and PPE required by health and 

safety at work law are different. 

 

You cannot pass on the cost of providing PPE (in full or part) to the 

worker. You cannot make the worker provide their own PPE as a condition 

of employment.  

  

PPE GUIDE FOR BUSINESSES  

   

CONTACT RECORD RULE & FACE COVERINGS  
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Can I require that my workers get vaccinated for COVID-19? 

 

Businesses cannot make individuals be vaccinated. However, businesses 

can require that certain work must only be done by vaccinated workers, 

where there is high risk of contracting and transmitting COVID-19 to 

others. The Government has also specified that certain work can only be 

performed by vaccinated workers. 

 

For a business to decide that work is high risk and therefore needs 

vaccination for health and safety reasons, the business must first assess 

their COVID-19 exposure risk. This applies to work done by all workers, 

whether employees or independent contractors.  

 

The COVID-19 Public Health Response (Vaccinations) Order 

2021 provides details of which work the Government has specified can 

only be performed by vaccinated workers.   

  

COVID-19 PUBLIC HEALTH RESPONSE ORDER  

   

COVID-19 VACCINATION & EMPLOYMENT  
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